The Transferware Recorder

Number Four – Selected Patterns from Literature
Reynardine Publishing is pleased to announce the release of a fourth volume in The Transferware Recorder series. The first three were published in October 2013, June 2015 and
October 2016 and have received many positive reviews: “Totally absorbing” “Brilliant”
“A key series of works on British printed ceramics” “What fantastic books they are”
“Absolutely superb in both concept and execution” “So much reliable information”
One reviewer noted that “further editions will be
Aesop’s Fables (Mintons)
keenly awaited” and now we have another volume
“The Ages of Man” (Dillwyn)
to whet the appetite.
This new book covers subjects from literature and
features seventeen series of patterns, specific chapters on Cowper and Shakespeare, and a selection
of individual patterns. Some are well known, others virtually unrecorded; some made for domestic
consumption, others for the American market. All
known scenes are listed, some titled, many identified, nearly all illustrated in colour. Many of the
source prints from which the scenes were copied are
also identified and illustrated. A full list of items is
provided, along with references to illustrations elsewhere. At 208 pages, this is the largest volume so far.

“Byron Gallery” (two series)
“Classical Antiquities” (Clementson)
Cowper (Meir)
Don Quixote (Maker Unknown)
“The Drama” (Rogers / Pountney)
“Humphrey’s Clock” (Ridgway)
“Paul and Virginia” (Smith)
“Pickwick” (Godwin)
“Robin Hood” (Bailey & Ball)
Robinson Crusoe (Brownhills)
Scenes from Dickens (Boote)
“Scott’s Illustrations” (Davenport)
Scott’s Novels (Godwin)
Tegg’s Shakespeare (Factory Z?)

The Transferware Recorder is developing into a comprehensive series of reference volumes,
essential for collectors, researchers and dealers. UK orders should be sent to the publisher
enclosing the form below. Copies cost £17.95 each plus post and packing of £3.00 per copy.
Release date April 2018. Sewn paperback 240 x 170mm. 208 pages. 710 illustrations. Full colour.
Please send one copy of The Transferware Recorder (Number 4) at £20.95 inclusive of p&p, to:
Name:
Address:

Postcode:
Email address:
Please send completed form with payment made out to R.K. Henrywood to:
Reynardine Publishing, Bow Station, Bow, Crediton, Devon, EX17 6JD

Copies for North America cost $40 (US). Copies for Australia cost £28. Copies for Eire
and continental Europe cost £24 or €37. These prices all include shipping. The appropriate
amount should be sent via Paypal to: recorder@transferprintedpottery.com

